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Freedom Solar Power, ABC Home & Commercial 
team up to bring power of the sun to San Antonio 

 
ABC’s San Antonio office now powered by the sun  

 
 
SAN ANTONIO— ABC Home & Commercial Services in San Antonio is now 
powered by the sun, thanks to a project recently completed by Freedom Solar 
Power.   
 
Powered by 152 SunPower 327 watt high efficiency modules, this solar project 
will offset more than 75 percent of ABC’s electricity costs, and it will pay for itself 
in less than four years. The solar project will save ABC Home & Commercial a 
total of $250,000 over the next 25 years, the guaranteed lifetime of the system. 
 
“We’re excited to partner with one of Texas’ largest privately held companies on 
this meaningful new project,” says Kyle Frazier, Freedom Solar Power’s director 
of sales.  
 
The environmental impact of the new solar project is equivalent to planting 47.5 
trees or removing 5.8 cars from the road. “But this is just the icing on the cake,” 
Frazier says. “The real green for most building owners is the high yield on the 
investment, in this case a more than 20 percent internal rate of return. There isn’t 
a better place to invest, with less volatility, than solar power right now.”  
 
Founded in 2007, Freedom Solar Power is the leader in turnkey solar 
installations in Texas, providing high quality, cost-effective, reliable solar 
solutions for residential and commercial markets. ABC Home & Commercial is an 
award-winning provider of home and commercial pest control, air conditioning, 
heating, lawn care, and more, with locations in seven Texas cities. ABC’s San 
Antonio office is located at 10644 IH 35 North. 
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“More and more business owners like ABC are looking at their energy needs with 
a long-term perspective,” Frazier says. “Solar reduces long-term operating costs 
and paves the way for businesses to be more profitable and environmentally 
friendly. ABC has joined a growing list of visionary companies that have the 
foresight to plan ahead for the future of their businesses, customers and 
employees, and our environment,” Frazier says.  
 
Bobby Jenkins, owner of ABC Home & Commercial Services, says: “We are a 
family-owned and operated company founded in San Antonio that has decades 
of history serving the great state of Texas. The installation of this new solar 
project is another way we can continue to build upon our ongoing commitment to 
sustainability and serve our customers for many generations to come.”  
 
In addition to Freedom Solar Power and ABC Home & Commercial’s commitment 
to the environment, there are many similarities between the two companies.  
 
From its early days as a pest control company (then named ABC Pest and 
Lawn), ABC Home & Commercial Services has expanded to offer everything 
from lawn maintenance and air conditioning repair to handyman services and 
plumbing.  
 
Freedom Solar Power started as an installation company in 2007, and after 
establishing themselves as a leading photovoltaic panel installer, the company 
expanded its business model to offer services directly to residential and 
commercial markets.  
 
 

### 
 
 
About Freedom Solar Power  
 
Founded in 2007, Freedom Solar Power is the leader in turnkey solar 
installations in Texas, providing high quality, cost-effective, reliable solar 
solutions for residential and commercial markets. Recognized as the number one 
supplier of residential solar systems in Austin by Austin Energy, and the third-
fastest growing company in Central Texas by the Austin Business Journal last 
year, Freedom Solar Power has installed more than 15 megawatts of solar 
panels and has installed projects for corporate clients including Whole Foods, 
Office Depot, Lake Flato Architects, and the University of Texas. 
http://www.freedomsolarpower.com/ 
 
 
About ABC Home & Commercial Services  
 
With offices in Austin, San Antonio, College Station and Corpus Christi, ABC 
Home & Commercial Services employs more than 650 people and offers a wide 
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variety of services including pest and termite control, lawn care and mowing, 
landscaping and irrigation, tree trimming, air conditioning and heating, plumbing 
and electrical, pool cleaning and repair, handyman services, appliance repair, 
and security system installation and monitoring. 
https://www.abchomeandcommercial.com 
 


